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It is May already and most parts of South Africa 
are experiencing a change of season, 
it is getting colder and colder. 
Season in and season out, for 60 years, 
AEASA continues to be a professional home for Agricultural Economists.
Thank you for choosing once more to engage with the association.
Looking forward to your unwavering support for the many seasons to
come. 

We are pleased to present the first issue of the 2021 AEASA Newsletter.
This issue brings two generations of Agricultural Economists together,
those who have long completed their master's degree and those who are
currently in the process of obtaining the degree. One experienced Ag
Economist once told me "Obtaining a postgrad degree is a journey, so
enjoy the ride and do not focus much on the destination". As cliché as it
sounded, these words kept me going. I appreciate the value of good
advice, especially from someone who once walked the same journey. I
hope that current and prospective Master's and PhD students will enjoy
lessons given by featured Ag Economists. I equally hope the experience
of current masters students will spark some interest for those who are
considering pursuing post-grad studies. This issue is concluded by an
insightful article from Wandile Sihlobo who unpacks discussions around
land expropriation and the Agriculture and Agro-Processing Master Plan. 

Many thanks to all the contributors.

Be sure to check out the latest Agrekon Issue. 

Do enjoy and keep warm. 

Newsletter Editor 

EDITOR'S NOTE 
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Happy 60th anniversary to
AEASA

In this first 2021 AEASA Newsletter, the
management committee would like to formally
announce the 60th anniversary of the association.
Over the years, the association made remarkable
contributions to the lives of individuals,
associations, institutions, and government
departments. AEASA is founded by visionary
economists who saw the need to establish and
sustain the association which most of us call our
professional home. It is therefore fitting to
commemorate such achievements and look
forward to the next decades of the association.

If I may select one important contribution of
AEASA to the professional lives of most people, it
is the flagship publication, Agrekon. Most young
and aspirant researchers knew about publication
from this journal, which is also almost as old as
the association. It is the longest-running
agricultural economics and policy journal on the
continent which is also based in a country. Even
without getting into the metrics of the journal, this
is worth celebrating.

PRESIDENT'S NOTE
 

AEASA and the management committee will
continue to recognise and celebrate those who
made contribution and sacrifices for the
association over time. These include all
members, without status in the association. It
also calls for members to point out some
contributions which may be taken for granted
to be recognised and celebrated. 

The call for celebrations is made in the context
of the pandemic that has been with us for more
than a year. This means celebrations will be
different from previous milestones. We must
still respect and comply with the covid 19
regulations in our respective countries.
However, we will not miss an opportunity to
celebrate.

The 60th-anniversary milestone of the
association is significant and will constitute part
of the activities for the year. 

-Dr Mmatlou Kalaba 
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We look forward to
having our annual

conference in
some form that is
different to pre-

2020 conferences. 
 

Details will be shared in time on our various
platforms. However, we have been with this
pandemic for more than a year, and therefore
we need to find ways to carry on with our
activities even under those circumstances.
The conference will be held during our usual
conference time, i.e., around September and
October.
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There is a possibility of hosting one or two Tomlinson Commemorative Lectures. Prior to the
pandemic and related regulations, KwaZulu-Natal was ready to host one Lecture. We know the
delays that followed since the announcement. The organisation is putting the final preparations for
the Lecture to take place under these circumstances. Once the final arrangements are completed, a
formal announcement will be made. The topic for the Lecture is, “HUMAN DEVELOPMENT: ISN’T
THIS AFTER ALL WHAT ECONOMICS IS ALL ABOUT?”. Details will follow later. Another
possible Tomlinson Lecture may be hosted by the Free State, however, the preparations are still at
an early stage.

Let me also use this opportunity to congratulate AEASA members and agricultural economics
students from all academic institutions who completed their studies in 2020. This was done under
some of the most difficult and trying conditions due to the pandemic and associated regulations. In
the words of Anthony Liccione (poet and author), “you were not bothered by the storm because you
kept looking towards the coming sun”. These achievements and compliments are extended to study
leaders, supervisors, examiners, administration personnel, not forgetting those in IT personnel and
others who provided various supporting roles. This shows that if we can achieve, perform, and
progress under such difficult times, try to imagine what can be accomplished under normal
situations. This is the motivation that we all need going forward, and our graduates have shown us
the way.

Graduates have stepped off the virtual stage and heading towards new and higher areas, we look
forward and hope for their contribution to the discipline and organisation. We await fresh and
practical ideas that suit modern challenges. They represent the current and future leaders. We,
therefore, plead with those who can participate and contribute to the discipline in various forms, to
do so by communicating with AEASA management committee. 

As we march into 2021, we say Happy 60th Anniversary to our association and let us remember that
all of us should make some contribution to the next 60 years. Let us all pick up the torch from those
who started this association six decades ago and keep that vision alive.

Best wishes

Dr Mmatlou Kalaba
AEASA President
(on behalf of AEASA Management Committee)



Engage in research and policy discussions through the following AEASA events; the annual
AEASA Conference, the F.R. Tomlinson Commemorative Lecture and Webinar sessions.
Become part of a local and regional community that solve food, agricultural, rural, and relevant
national problems in Southern Africa.
Identify, develop, and retain the next generation of Agricultural Economists and provide
opportunities for industry and students to engage during AEASA events.
Access to the latest scientific research that pertains to the agricultural and food industry in
Southern Africa through the Agrekon journal.
Stay up to date on Agricultural Economics matters through the AEASA Newsletter and share
material considered for publication the Newsletter.
Get recognition for exemplary publications, conference papers and post-graduate dissertations
in the field of Agricultural Economics. 

About AEASA
The Agricultural Economics Association of South Africa (AEASA) is the professional organisation
of Agricultural Economists in South Africa. It was established in 1961 and held its first annual
conference in 1962. AEASA has positioned itself strategically for the 21st century to enable it to be
relevant for all agricultural economists, thereby assisting them to serve their communities. The
shared vision is that AEASA's products and services should support all Agricultural Economists
active in the industry irrespective of race, language, gender, career choice and educational level.

Why join AEASA

 

4   JOIN AEASA TODAY; E-mail petrie@abevents.co.za 
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Dear AEASA member
 

Please update your member
information

  
Visit www.abadmin.co.za/default2.php

 
Scroll down to "Agricultural

Economics Association of SA"
 

Enter your e-mail address 
 

Update all your information and save 
 

 For more details kindly email
petrie@abevents.co.za 

From the Admin desk



 
 
 

• Introduction to volume 60 of Agrekon, Johann Kirsten

• Reflections on two terms as editor of Agrekon, Nick Vink 

• Impacts of interlocked contractual arrangements on dairy farmers’ welfare in Zambia: a
robust Bayesian instrumental variable analysis, Rebecca N. Kiwanuka-Lubinda, John N.
Ng’ombe & Charles Machethe 

• Price attributes of Döhne Merino wool in South Africa, A. Ferreira, W. A. Lombard, Y. T. Bahta
& A. C. Geyer

• Speed of adoption of intensive agricultural practices in Rwanda: A duration analysis, Jules
Ngango & Seungjee Hong

• Determinants of livestock keepers’ primary animal health care practices, Zimbini Mdlulwa,
Eric Mathebula & Cynthia Ngwane

• How a government panel on land reform in South Africa is stuck in old ways, Thorvald Gran

• Reply: how a government panel on land reform in South Africa is stuck in old ways, Wandile
Sihlobo

• In memoriam: Abdul Salam Mohammad Karaan (1968–2021), Nick Vink, Wandile Sihlobo &
Johann Kirsten
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Agrekon
Volume 60, Issue 1 (2021)

https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ragr20/current  

Now Available



Member Space
A G R I C U L T U R A L  E C O N O M I C S  A R T I C L E S  F R O M  O U R  M E M B E R S

What they hope to achieve from pursuing their Master's degree and 
Their research project 

Member space focuses on Masters' studies in the field of Agricultural Economics. Over the
years, it has become a natural progression for graduates to pursue a post-grad qualification. 

We hear from current Master's students on; 

We then get a perspective of experienced Ag Economists who already obtained Post-Grad
qualification(s).    

 



Lungani Mvelase 
University of KwaZulu-Natal 
I’m pursuing a master’s degree to fulfil my goal of
becoming an academic, I strongly believe I possess
the qualities necessary for a career in academia. In the
short term, I’m hoping to gather more research skills in
the discipline of Agricultural Economics, i.e., collecting
and analysing different types of data using various
software’s available in the discipline, research report
writing, presenting work on major conferences/ any
academic events, etc. In the long-term, I am hoping to
play a significant role in informing policy through
research findings. 
  
I am assessing the economic impact of a recently
implemented tax on sugar-sweetened beverages
(known as the health promotion levy) in South Africa.
My focus is on the South African sugar industry which
is arguable to be the most affected industry. Various
econometric techniques and the South African sugar
industry division of proceeds formula are being utilized
to project the impacts on the revenue earned by the
sugar industry in the domestic sugar market and the
recoverable value (RV) price received by sugarcane
growers. 

From all things I have learned to date, I wish I knew
the importance of publishing research output in
accredited journals and presenting research output at
major conferences/ academic events. I have realized
that making your work (research findings) known is the
key to having an outstanding career in academia
because more people (including experts in the fields)
get to review your work to impose their suggestions,
comments, and constructive critics which works to
improve your writing and thinking. 

Hulisani Mukwevho
North-West University  
  
 I am pursuing a master's degree in order to
extend my knowledge in my field of interest
which is Agricultural insurance. I hope to be an
expert in this field and I believe that a master's
degree affords me an opportunity to improve my
knowledge, thought, and ideas, therefore
accelerating my career in the field.

My research topic is on analysing the demand
for index-based crop insurance by smallholder
farmers. This topic stems from my interest in the
Agricultural insurance field.

The one thing I wish I knew is the importance of
collaborating with my peers (classmates). At
first, I was doing things all by myself and
working alone on my research as I thought there
is no need to work closely with others since
everyone has their own topic. I later realised
that working closely with others made things
much easier as we were able to assist each
other by sharing ideas, experiences and
expanding our knowledge and skillsets.
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Chikumbutso Banda
University of Pretoria

I am pursuing a master's degree in Agricultural
Economics at the University of Pretoria to gain a more
in-depth understanding and specialisation in the field for
my future career. After finishing this master’s degree
program, I hope to have a more practical understanding
of economic concepts and policies that promote
agricultural development. I believe my undertaking of
the master’s degree program will equip me with the
skills necessary to conduct analytical studies using
econometrics, cost-benefit analysis and economic
modelling. As a student specialising in food security
and agricultural policy, I plan to apply economic
methods and principles to solve current problems and
issues related to hunger crises and famine. This will
help in the generation and dissemination of research-
based evidence that can guide policymakers and other
leaders on what needs to be done to achieve food
security and sustainable development in the agricultural
sector and food system. 

My master's project is on the asymmetric trade
arrangement: A case of regulatory measures affecting
South African beef exports to the European Union (EU). 

I wish that I had been exposed to some of the key
industry values and their relation to the streams of
specialisation earlier in my studies which would have
made it easier to make informed decisions about my
area of focus at a master’s level.

 

Grace Smythe
University of the Free State

In order for opportunities in the agricultural
industry, both locally and internationally, to present
themselves to me I need to be empowered. There
is an increased need for experts in agriculture and
as things develop and continue to evolve
companies need knowledgeable and reliable
people who can oversee the business and
decision-making process. 

Careers come with high responsibilities, and if
having a master’s degree can assist in
guaranteeing job stability by helping develop the
necessary skills to make oneself valuable and
indispensable, then I believe one should go the
extra mile. 

I grew up on a cattle farm and so when my
supervisor, Frikkie Mare, presented the topic of
health preconditioning weaners my interest was
immediately sparked.  My master’s research
entails determining whether feedlot operators and
cow-calf producers find health preconditioning
management practices to be an economic value-
added practice and if so, the additional monetary
value they place on health preconditioned
weanerMy Masters intends on addressing this gap
in information and the rumours surrounding the
potential added economic value of health
preconditioned weaner. 
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When and where did you complete your
Master’s degree? 

Which specific challenge did you face
while pursuing your Masters? How did you
overcome it?

I completed my masters degree in Agricultural
Economics in 2014 at the University of KwaZulu-
Natal. I also pursued my PhD at the same
university, which I completed in 2016.

I had some difficulties balancing my studies and
life, especially during the early months of my
postgraduate studies. I think a few postgraduate
students do face this challenge, where on one
hand; you should be allocating a bit more time on
important life issues and on the other, and you
want to make good progress on your studies. I do
not think I was able to get this right, and I still
struggle to balance work and life/ leisure even
now. When I was doing my masters research, I
tried to breakdown my research into smaller
targets to be achieved within flexible and
manageable timeframes. I always made it a point
to take breaks after achieving these targets, which
I think kept me refreshed and not burned out. This
also helped to keep me motivated, as achieving
these small targets assured me that I was making
good progress.

Name: Dr. Sikhulumile Sinyolo
Senior Research Specialist at 

the Human Sciences Research Council 
(Department: Inclusive Economic

Development)

What specific skill did you gain from
the degree?

Would you advise a graduate to pursue
a Masters degree in Agricultural
Economics? What value will it add to
their career? 

Further to the important technical skills (e.g.,
econometrics techniques), the masters degree
allowed me to develop the capacity for
independent critical thinking and analysis.
While undergraduate studies had given me a
broad range of tools and knowledge across a
range of important issues in agricultural
economics, I do think that it was when I was
trying to apply these during my master's
research that I not only understood better, but
I also grew as an independent thinker. This
ability to think critically helped a lot when I was
doing my PhD, and continues to assist me as I
do my research work at the Human Sciences
Research Council.

I would certainly advise people to pursue
masters, and indeed PhD qualifications, in
agricultural economics. Not only do further
studies strengthen one’s CV, improve earning
potential, and enhance credibility in industry,
but these further studies are crucial in
developing independent research skills and
specialist knowledge that is key for effective
contribution to our industry. 

"....Further studies strengthen one’s CV,
improve earning potential, and enhance

credibility in the industry..." - Dr. Sinyolo



The agricultural sector in South Africa is at crossroads, and while there is general agreement on the
challenges bedevilling the sector, there is no consensus on the way forward. The debates about the
sector’s best trajectory require a plurality of voices across a wide spectrum, and I think most of us
can contribute to proffering relevant solutions when we have mastered the important conceptual,
theoretical and analytical tools in our field. Pursuing a postgraduate degree in agricultural
economics provides an opportunity to master the tools, and develops one’s ability to think
independently and critically. 

5. Any additional advice to a current/prospective Master’s student? 

Firstly, I would advise current and prospective masters students to thrive to manage time and strike
a healthy balance between study and play. I think it is important that, as one learns to manage their
time independently, they have this at the back of their minds, and make deliberate efforts to strike
the important balance. Secondly, it is crucial to build networks. I think both prospective and current
masters students should be deliberate about interactions and building professional networks. I do
not think that many people would debate the important role played by networks (i.e., know who) in
furthering careers in our sector, beyond subject matter knowledge (i.e., know what, how and why).
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Obtained Masters in Agricultural Economics - University of
Pretoria (1988)

Would you advise a graduate to pursue a Masters in
Agricultural Economics? Why? What value will it add to
their career? 

Any additional advice to a current/prospective Master’s
student?  

It really helps you to engage in practical and real-life issues of
agricultural economics and also teaches you how to think creatively
in using the agricultural economics tools you were taught at the
undergraduate level. It is a pity we did not do any substantive
course work in those years.

Do it but make sure you are motivated
and keen and have a nice problem and
research topic. Also, make sure you have
nice data.

Prof. Johann Kirsten
Director at Bureau for
Economic Research 



Which specific challenge did you face while pursuing your
Masters? How did you overcome it? 

What specific skill did you gain from the degree? 

Would you advise a graduate to pursue a Masters in Agricultural
Economics? What value will it add to their career

Any additional advice to a current/prospective Master’s
student? 

Finding a fundable research topic. I received assistance from my
supervisor.

Undertaking research independently

Yes. You get challenged intellectually and it teaches independence as a
researcher
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Dr. Simphiwe Ngqangweni
CEO at 

the National Agricultural
Marketing Council 

 

Obtained Masters in Agricultural Economics - University of
Pretoria (1996)

Try and focus on relevant topics of the day, but make sure that you are tackling a research
questions in an area where there is a clear research gap. Look at funding institutions that may be
interested in that topic and try and align with their interest.

Would you advise a graduate to pursue a Masters in Agricultural
Economics? Why? What value will it add to their career? 

 Any additional advice to a current/prospective Master’s
student? 

Yes! It sets you apart from the rest of the group, and it teaches you
practical problem-solving skills and soft skills that we do not get to in the
classroom. Doing a Masters also makes you aware of the areas where
you are lacking so that you can find short courses to fill these gaps
before starting a career. The most valuable skill I have learnt during my
Masters journey was perseverance. 

Obtained Masters in Agricultural Economics - University of
Pretoria (2012)

Dr. Melissa van der Merwe
Lecturer at the 

University of Stellenbosch 
 

Check-in with them at least once a month for a quick brainstorming session. Make friends with fellow
Masters students in the same boat, or should I say the same rollercoaster cart. Realise that it will not
always be easy. Know that you will want to quit somewhere along the way, and that is okay. Most
importantly, pick a topic that you are passionate about and enjoy the ride.

Read read read read up on your ideas. Bug your supervisor.



Final thoughts 
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Expropriation debate must not sap energy from the
Agricultural and Agro-Processing master plan

 
Wandile Sihlobo

Chief Economist -Agricultural Business Chamber of South
Africa (Agbiz) 

 
The Department of Agriculture, Land Reform and
Rural Development (DALRRD), agribusinesses
and various social partners have been hard at
work for months crafting the Agricultural and Agro-
processing Master Plan and separately Blended
Finance instruments. These aim to ignite growth
and expansion in South Africa's agricultural sector
as part of the government's broader Economic
Reconstruction and Recovery Plan. Both these
initiatives are set to be launched in the coming
months whilst the first phase of the Blended
Finance instrument has already started, as
evidenced by the launch of the joint Agri-Industrial
Fund of R1 billion by the Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC), in partnership with the
DALRRD .   These are constructive programmes
with the potential to ignite growth and
transformation in the sector. As such, industry
bodies and farmer organisations have allocated
most of their time and resources over the past few
months to pursue these goals. Sadly, much of this
good work takes place behind the scenes whilst
other significant policy developments that might
deter the progress grabs social partners' attention
and the media. 

A case in point is the renewed debate about
Section 25 of the Constitution and the
Expropriation Bill. In March 2021, the Portfolio
Committee on Public Works hosted public
hearings on the Expropriation Bill whilst the
committee tasked to "make explicit what is
implicit" in Section 25 of the Constitution
continued with their public hearings. The outcome
will have implications on public sentiment. 

I hope that it will not detract from the two
initiatives above to drive growth and expansion
in South Africa's agriculture. The success of any
of these programmes depends on the private
sector and other social partners jointly
implementing the government's proposals. As
such, policy actions that might be perceived as
not aligned with the broader stakeholders'
interests present a risk and could lead to a lack
of participation and stalling the Master Plan and
the Blended Finance implementation. 

Admittedly, the discussion of the potential
amendment of Section 25 of the Constitution
has gone beyond the realm of agriculture as
various stakeholders are engaged with the
national debate led by Parliament. Yet, its
outcomes will likely have direct implications on
the success of the DALRRD work programme.
Hence, it is prudent that Parliament decides on
the Section 25 matter, mindful of the broader
impact on the agricultural sector and other
sectors of the economy when South Africa is at
an economic reconstruction phase. 

Land reform is an important policy imperative,
and South Africans should support of it. Yet, I
do not believe that an amendment of the
Constitution will lead to the country's desired
outcome of prosperity. 
Likewise, Parliament must finalize the
Expropriation Bill. It provides the procedural
guarantees required to bring the government
and an expropriated owner or bondholder onto
an equal footing if expropriation occurs. 
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Unlike the Section 25 amendment, I support the need for legislation to regulate expropriation but
opposes the provisions relating to 'nil' compensation outlined in it. Expropriation should always be
used as a last resort and cannot substitute for well-formulated and well-implemented programmes to
effect transformation in the sector. There are various private-public partnerships (p-p-p) for land
reform, some of which were highlighted in the Presidential Advisory Panel on Land Reform and
Agriculture and also chapter six of the National Development Plan, which the government could
utilize to accelerate land reform. Importantly, there is also an ample land supply that the government
has not efficiently distributed or transferred to potential beneficiaries, with estimates placing such
land at over 2 million hectares. 

We are also bombarded daily with news headlines of corruption and inefficiencies at local
government levels, some of which threaten the same black farmers government intends to support.   
Hence, the p-p-p approaches have been the desired approach to us for land reform. The ongoing
Master Plan is designed in the spirit of the joint-venture or p-p-p. A continuation of this approach to
policy implementation would potentially yield positive results for expansion in agricultural production
and, after that, job creation in the sector. 

In sum, there is some level of unity in agriculture and agribusiness at the moment, and all
stakeholders are working towards ensuring the success of the Master Plan implementation,
anchored by Blended Finance and various regulatory support that DALRRD and multiple
departments such as Water Affairs, DTIC, etc. would provide. However, the approach that will be
taken in Parliament in as far as the discussions of Section 25 of the Constitution can sway the
stakeholder's minds off these necessary economic reconstruction plans.

 
Wandile Sihlobo is the Chief Economist of the Agricultural Business Chamber of South Africa

(Agbiz) and the author of "Finding Common Ground: Land, Equity, and Agriculture." He is also a
Visiting Research Fellow at the Wits School of Governance, University of the Witwatersrand.
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T h e  A g r i c u l t u r a l  E c o n o m i c s  A s s o c i a t i o n  o f  S o u t h  A f r i c a  ( A E A S A )  i s  t h e
p r o f e s s i o n a l  o r g a n i s a t i o n  o f  A g r i c u l t u r a l  E c o n o m i s t s  i n  S o u t h  A f r i c a .  I t
w a s  e s t a b l i s h e d  i n  1 9 6 1  a n d  h e l d  i t s  f i r s t  a n n u a l  c o n f e r e n c e  i n  1 9 6 2 .
A E A S A  h a s  p o s i t i o n e d  i t s e l f  s t r a t e g i c a l l y  f o r  t h e  2 1 s t  c e n t u r y  t o  e n a b l e
i t  t o  b e  r e l e v a n t  f o r  a l l  a g r i c u l t u r a l  e c o n o m i s t s ,  t h e r e b y  a s s i s t i n g  t h e m
t o  s e r v e  t h e i r  c o m m u n i t i e s .  T h e  s h a r e d  v i s i o n  i s  t h a t  A E A S A ' s  p r o d u c t s
a n d  s e r v i c e s  s h o u l d  s u p p o r t  a l l  a g r i c u l t u r a l  e c o n o m i s t s  a c t i v e  i n  t h e
i n d u s t r y  i r r e s p e c t i v e  o f  r a c e ,  l a n g u a g e ,  g e n d e r ,  c a r e e r  c h o i c e  a n d
e d u c a t i o n a l  l e v e l .

AEASA 
The Agricultural Economics Association of South Africa
"Promoting training, research and interest in agricultural

economics"

www.aeasa.org.za


